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Introduction
IN THE preceding chapters a selected set of relations between consumer
purchases of durable goods and consumer anticipations has been examined.
The focus has been mainly on analysis of intentions to buy durable goods:
in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 an interpretation of buying intentions as repre-
senting judgments about subjective purchase probability was developed
and tested; in Chapter 5, the possibility was investigated that the strong
statistical association between aggregate intentions and purchases was
due to the common influence of other factors; and in Chapter 6, the rela-
tions among intentions, expectations,surprises, and purchases were
explored.
The data available in the Consumers Union surveys permit a test of the
simultaneous influence of a number of factors on household decisions to
purchase durable goods.It has been argued earlier that buying intentions
reflect judgments about ex ante purchase probability for a given forecast
period. A wholly accurate measure of purchase probability would in
principle be perfectly correlated with subsequent purchases except for
the influence of events that were either not foreseen or imperfectly foreseen
by the respondent.I designate such unforeseen events as intervening
variables.On the other hand, the set of factors underlying the house-
hold's (wholly accurate) estimate of purchase probability would have no
net relation to purchases, their influence being accounted for in purchase
probability.I designate such factors as initial-data variables.
Consider a multivariate model in which household purchases during
period t are a function of (1) ex ante purchase probability measured at the
beginning of t; (2) nonanticipatory, or objective, variables, such as house-
hold income, stocks of durable goods, etc., measured at the beginning of 1;
(3) anticipatory variables, such as expectations about income measured
at the beginning of t; and (4) intervening variables, reflecting partly
or wholly unforeseen events that occur during period t.This model
would show that only ex ante probability and intervening events—variables
in the first and fourth categories—have a net association with purchases.
'The basic line of analysis pursued in this Chapter—that an interesting test of the
probability hypothesis would contrast the influence of buying intentions on the partial
correlation of purchases with initial-data variables, on the one hand, and with inter-
vening variables on the other—grew out of a suggestion by Jacob Mincer.The
dearth of intervening variables that could be measured led to construction of the
classification variables for house-buying intentions and housing purchases.
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The initial-data variables in the second and third categories would be
completely unrelated to purchases net of purchase probability.And
intervening variables would be more strongly associated with purchases,
holding initial-data variables constant, than otherwise.For example, a
given change in income would have more influence on purchases if
expected change in income were held constant, since the intervening
variable "unexpected change in income" is more accurately measured
by the difference between actual and expected change than by actual
change alone.
The relation of both purchases and purchase probability to the expecta-
tions, attitudes, and financial situation of the household is relevant for the
analysis of consumer behavior quite aside from the question of whether
the latter variables are useful for prediction.The probability variable is,
after all, simply a convenient short cut for measuring the influence of the
underlying factors associated with purchases; the short cut may or may not
be the most accurate way to make predictions about the future, but it tells
us nothing per se about the basic reasons for differences in behavior.
However, an analysis of factors associated with purchase probability ought
to yield insights into the fundamental determinants of behavior.And t
may turn out that the probability short cut has inherent limitations that
make it desirable to build a predictive model incorporating the major
determinants of purchase probability but not the probability variable
itself.2
Given a precise measure of purchase probability, the above analysis
suggests that initial-data variables will be associated with both purchases
and purchase probability but that the association with probability will
be stronger.In the absence of intervening events, initial-data variables
would show the same association with both purchases and probability
because the two would be identical.If intervening events have any
importance, actual purchases will differ from purchase probability, and
the initial-data variables will be less strongly associated with the (ex post)
variable purchases than with the (ax ante) variable purchase probability.
'The above analysis fits the general framework developed by Franco Modigliani
and outlined in the introduction to "The Quality and Economic Significance of Anticipations
Data, Princeton for NBER, 1960.Modigliani speaks of an expectation function, a
planning function, and a realization function.The planning function relates purchase
probability (buying intentions or plans) to the initial-data variables.It answers the
question "why do households have certain probabilities or plans?"The realization
function relates purchases to initial probability and intervening variables.It answers
the question "why do households purchase what they do, given their plans and the
difference between expected and actual events?"The initial-data variables, in
principle, are redundant in a realization function because such variables are pre-
susnably embodied in purchase probability.
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On the other hand, intervening variables will be associated with purchases
while having no direct relation to purchase probability.
Data Limitations
From preceding chapters it is quite clear that the data do not contain a
precise measure of ex ante purchase probability.The household's reported
intentions to buy durables—basically a classification into dichotomous (or
trichotomous) probability groups—constitute a proxy variable.Not only
is the intentions variable discontinuous while probability itself is not, but
it is known that many of the intender-nonintender classifications are
inefficient in the sense that some intenders appear to have lower purchase
probabilities than some nonintenders.3As a consequence, use of buying
intentions as a proxy for purchase probability will mean that a number
of these relations may either not be observable at all, or will be weaker
than predicted.For example, initial-data variables might not be wholly
redundant to probability as measured by intentions, although these
variables ought to be more strongly associated with intentions than with
purchases.Similarly, intervening variables may not be more strongly
associated with purchases when initial-data variables are held constant,
nor may intervening variables be independent of buying intentions.It
would be supposed, however, that intervening variables ought to be more
strongly associated with purchases than with intentions.
Description of Variables
Fifteen independent variables are used in the multivariate regression
analysis.Seven are classified as initial-data variables, five as intervening
variables,4 and three are the buying-intentions variables used to represent
purchase probability.Two dependent variables are examined—durable
goods purchases and intentions to buy durable goods, aggregated for each
household.The designation and description of these variables follows.
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Objective Initial-Data Variables
=YNormal family income before taxes, scaled:
under $3,000 =2.0 $7,500 —$9,999=8.8
$3,000—$3,999 =3.5 $10,000—$14,999 =12.5
$4,000—$4,999 =4.5 $15,000—$24,999 =20.0
$5,000—$7,499 =6.2$25,000 and over =40.0
a See above, Chapters 2 and 3.
4Withone exception, all the intervening variables represent events that are only
partly unforeseen (see below).
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Normal income is essentially the income bracket reported for a period
that includes the forecast period (April 1958—October 1958), with some.
adjustment in particular cases.
The data indicate the bracket into which actual family income fell for
1957 (from the April 1958 questionnaire) and the bracket for actual 1958
income (from the October 1958 reinterview survey).It is also known
whether these income figures were regarded as being "unusually high" or
"unusually low."In cases where the income bracket was the same in
both surveys and was not regarded as unusually high or low in either case,
I assigned the bracket midpoint as the normal income level.In cases
where the bracket differed and one year was unusual while the other was
not, I assigned the income for the normal year as the normal income.In
cases where the bracket was the same and both years were unusually high
(low) I took the midpoint of the next lower (higher) bracket as nor-
mal income provided that the family expected a decrease (increase) in
income for 1959.In cases where the bracket differed but both years were
regarded as normal I used 1958 income.Finally, in cases where the
reported pattern of income, unusually high or low income, and income
expectations did not make any sense, the household was excluded from
the sample.
=L_1Change in liquid assets during the twelve months ending
April 1958, scaled:
increase =+1
no change . =0
decrease
=iY_1Change in family income over the twelve months ending
April 1958, scaled:
increased substantially (20% or more) =6
increased somewhat (5 to 20%) =4
no change =3
decreased somewhat (5 to 20%) =2
decreased substantially (20% or more) =0
=S' Durables stock adjustment.Respondents were asked in
April 1958 whether any of a list of nine items in their dura-
ble goods inventory "need to be replaced."It is assumed
that the weighted sum of such responses (autos =4,
other durables =Ieach) represents a difference between
the household's actual and desired stock of durable goods.
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The procedure is tantamount to assuming that a durable
that "needs replacing" has a value equal to zero, one
that does not need replacing a value equal to original cost.
The S' variable is obviously a crude measure of desired
change in current inventory, but is the best measure
available from the CU survey.
Anticipatory Initial-Data Variables
A'6 =EIndexof the household's April 1958 expectations with regard
to changes in their own income, Y, and changes in general
business conditions, B.The data in Chapter 6 suggest that
only extreme expected changes are related to behavior, hence
Eisscaled:
expect substantial increase (improvement) in both
1' and B or substantial increase in one and moder-
ate in the other =2
expect substantial decrease (deterioration) in both
Y and B or substantial decrease in one and moder-
ate in the other =0
all other combinations =1
A'6 =0The household's April 1958 opinion about current buying
conditions for durable goods, scaled:
good time (for respondent) to buy durables =2
pro-con, other, don't know =1
bad time (for respondent) to buy durables =0
A'7 =E5 Thehousehold's April 1958 expectations about financial
prospects for a five-year forward period, scaled:
expect substantial improvement =2
expect moderate improvement =1
all other responses =0
This variable was originally reported on a nine-point scale—expect
substantial, moderate, or slight improvement (deterioration), expect no
change, too uncertain to say, and other.Preliminary tests indicated
that the truncated scale shown above was more closely associated with
behavior, possibly due to the erratic behavior of the very small cell size
groups that were combined into the
CCallother" category.(About two-
thirds of the sample fall into the 2 and 1 scales shown above.)In addition
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some ex post (October 1958) data were used to assign scales, although the
basic scale is ex ante (April 1958).Households that expected "substantial
improvement" in April 1958 but only "slight improvement" or worse in
October 1958 were assigned scales of 0 rather than 2, while those expecting
"moderate improvement" in April 1958 and "no change" or worse in
October 1958 were assigned scales of 0 rather than 1.These shifts must
be due either to the respondent's misunderstanding of the question in
the April survey or to a drastic downward revision in the respondent's
long-term financial expectations.In my judgment, the number of cases
with a legitimate downward revision of this magnitude would be trivial,
hence it was assumed that all such cases represented misinterpretation of
the original question.
Intervening Variables
= YChange in family income during the forecast period, scaled:
substantial increase (20 %ormore) =6
moderate increase (5 to 20%) =4
no change =3
moderate decrease (5 to 20%) 2
substantial decrease (20% or more)=0
= Transitory income during the forecast period, scaled:
positive transitory =+1
no transitory = 0
negative transitory =—1
This variable was constructed from several pieces of information.
Households classified as having a positive (negative) transitory income
component are those reporting that their incomes were "higher (lower)
due to unusual circumstances" (see the description of normal income, X1,
above).Some exceptions were made, based on a comparison of responses
to the transitory income question with responses to questions dealing with
1957 and 1958 income, April 1958 income expectations, and October 1958
income expectations.For example, households reporting that their
April—October income was "unusually" high, that 1958 income was
higher than in the previous year, and (in October 1958) that they expected
their incomes to rise even more during the coming year, were reclassified
as having a zero transitory income component, since these households
apparently could not distinguish between "unusually higher" and
"higher."Similarly, households reporting that their incomes were
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unusually low but expecting further declines were reclassified as not having
transitory income components during the forecast period.5Households
reporting wholly inconsistent information were eliminated completely
from the sample, as noted above in the description of normal income.
X10 =H01Unanticipated purchase of a house during the forecast
period, scaled:
households not reporting intentions to buy a house
in April 1958 but purchasing between April
and October 1958 1
all other households =0
=H10Unfulfilled April 1958 intentions to buy a house, scaled:
households reporting intentions to buy a house in
April 1958 but not purchasing between April
and October 1958 =1
all other households 0
X12 =H11Anticipated purchase of a house during the forecast period,
scaled:
households reporting April 1958 intentions to buy
a house and purchasing between April and
October =1
all other households 0
The three housing variables constitute different combinations of April
1958 house-buying intentions and purchases between April and October
1958.The April 1958 survey asked whether respondents "intended to
buy a house during the next twelve months."The October 1958 survey
asked whether respondents had purchased a house during the April-
October period.Four possible combinations exist:
Intended to buy and purchased, designated H11
Intended to buy and did not purchase, designated H10
Did not intend to buy and purchased, designated H01
Neither intended to buy or purchased, designated H00.
5Alater questionnaire sent to this same group (not analyzed in the current mono-
graph) indicated clearly that many households reporting such transitory income
changes were really talking about normal raises or about reductions in current income
due to retirement.Hence, this kind of misinterpretation was known to be fairly
common before it was decided to undertake the reclassification described above.
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The H00 combination is omitted from the list of independent variables
to avoid overdetermining the system.
The first three combinations represent situations that, to some degree,
reflect the impact of intervening events—even the H11 classification.The
mean ex ante probability of purchasing a house for those responding "yes"
to the question about house buying plans (the H10 and H11 groups) is
obviously less than unity; and ex ante probability is likely to have been
higher for buyers (H11) than for nonbuyers (H10).Ex post, none of the
households in H10 purchased; hence, unfavorable intervening events must
have occurred in some of these households.Ex post, all of the households
in H11 purchased; hence, favorable intervening events must have occurred
here, on the average.In a similar vein, those in H00 and H01 must have
had a relatively low (but higher than zero) mean ex ante probability of
purchasing a house, and it is likely that purchase probability was higher
in H01.Ex post, everyone in the H01 group purchased; hence, favorable
intervening events must haves been common.In the H00 group, on the
other hand, unfavorable intervening events must have occurred on
balance, since no housing purchases were made in that group.Further,
because mean ex ante probability must have been higher for house buyers
that reported intentions, favorable intervening events must have been
more important in H01 than in H11.Similarly, because ex ante probability
must have been higher in H10 than in H00, unfavorable intervening events
must have been more important in the former than in the latter group.
Buying Intentions Variables
=PApril 1958 "standard" intentions to buy durable goods,
aggregated for each household and scaled from 0 to 9.
(See Chapter 6, "Introduction," for description of the
aggregation.)
=PApril 1958 cccontingent intentions to buy durable goods,
aggregated for each household and scaled from 0 to 6.
(See Chapter 6, "Introduction," for description of the
aggregation.)
=ZPApril 1958 contingent intentions to buy durable goods,
aggregated for each household and scaled the same as
if P =0,scaled zero if P> 0.
That is, X15 is the same as X14 multiplied by the factor Z,
where
Z1 when P =0
Z =0when P> 0
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DEPENDENT VARIABLES
=PPurchases of durable goods between April and October 1958,
aggregated for each household and scaled from 0 to 9.(See
Chapter 6 for description of the aggregation.)
=PApril 1958 standard intentions to buy durable goods; this
variable is identical to the independent variable X13.
Other variables in addition to those listed above are utilized in another
set of multivariate regressions discussed in Appendix A, where the focus is
on the net relation between durable goods purchases and a large number
of anticipatory and objective initial-data variables.Included in this
analysis are a number of interactions designed to test the proposition that
initial-data variables help to scale purchase probability for nonintenders
while being essentially redundant for intenders.
Sample Stratification
Separate regressions were estimated for a number of subgroups.As
noted earlier, the Consumers Union sample was originally split into five
randomly selected subgroups, each of which received a different set of
questions about intentions to buy.Four of the five groups contain both
a standard and a contingent intentions variable, but one of these variant
questions was systematically misinterpreted and has never been fully
processed.°Regressions are estimated for three of the original subgroups,
with the buying intentions variables obtained from responses to the follow-
ing questions.
Subgroup A: Standard intentions to buy (P)—"definitely intend to buy
within twelve months"
Contingent intentions (P)—"probably or possibly may
buy within twelve months"
Subgroup B: Standard intentions (P)—"intend to buy within 6 months"
Contingent Intentions (P)—"intend to buy later"
Subgroup C: Standard intentions (P)—"intend to buy within twelve
months"
Contingent intentions (P0)—"will buy within 12 months
if income is 10—15 per cent higher than expected"
In addition, the sample is stratified by demographic status, designated by
6SeeChapter 2, above, and Juster, Consumer Expectations, Plans, and Purchases: A
Progress Report, Occasional Paper 70, New York, NBER, 1959.
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subscript as follows: 1, husband-wife households, head between 25and34;
2, husband-wife households, head between 35 and 44; 3, husband-wife
households, head between 45 and 64; 4, husband-wife households, head 65
and over; and 5, all other households.
Only the first three demographic groups are analyzed below, largely
because the remaining groups contain relatively few households; hence, a
total of nine subgroups are included in the analysis (A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3,
C1, C2, and C3).The demographic stratification is used in preference
to the construction of independent variables for age and marital status
because it seemed desirable to test the proposition that the influence of
many factors, especially anticipatory ones, is not the same for households
with relatively young and relatively old heads.For example, it has been
argued by many that wealth (discounted future income plus net worth
from property) is a more important determinant of consumption behavior
than is current income.7If so anticipatory variables, which are likely
to be more highly correlated with wealth than with current income, ought
to be of greater significance in the purchase decisions of younger than
of older households, and vice versa for variables that reflect the current
financial situation.
Before proceeding to discuss the hypotheses under test, a brief digression
on degrees of freedom is in order.The regressions presented below and
in Appendix A were not the first regressions computed during this investi-
gation; as a consequence, some degrees of freedom have been used up.
Some of the variables represent the survivors from a more comprehensive
list originally tested on one subgroup.Since nine subgroups are availa-
ble, the results for the other subgroups represent legitimate tests rather
than a recomputation omitting variables known to be nonsignificant.In
other cases a particular variable was tested with one scale, the scale rede-
signed on the basis of the results, and the regression recomputed.The
redesigned variable is bound to show the appropriate result in the test
subgroup, but constitutes an hypothesis to be tested in other subgroups.
On the whole, it is fair to say that the empirical results presented in the
text of this chapter are less suspect, because of preliminary investigation,
than are the regressions shown in Appendix A.At a fairly late stage in
the project the focus of the regression analysis was altered to concentrate
This view, or variations of it, underlies much of the recent theoretical and empirical
research on consumer behavior.See, for example, Milton Friedman, A Theory of the
Consumption Funaion, Princeton for NBER, 1957; and Franco Modigliani and R. E.
Brurnberg, "Utility Analysis and the Consumption Function" reprinted in K. K.
Kurihara (ed.), Post-Keynesian Economics, New Brunswick, N.J., Rutgers University
Press, 1954.
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on the differential impact of buying intentions on the association between
purchases and initial-data variables, on the one hand, and purchases and
intervening variables, on the other.Also, it was decided to compute
regressions with both purchases and standard buying intentions as depend-
ent variables, using a common set of independent variables.The proce-
dure involved selecting (on the basis of the results in Appendix A) the
initial-data variables most consistently related to purchases, then adding
a number of intervening variables—notably, the dummies for house-
purchases and house-buying intentions.As a consequence, the results
in this chapter represent tests of hypotheses in the strict sense except that
the initial-data variables have been selected partly on the basis of a pre-
liminary investigation.
Hypotheses Under Test
The hypotheses being tested mainly constitute implications of the basic
thesis of the monograph—that buying intentions are a reflection of the
household's subjective purchase probability, and that the distribution of
these purchase probabilities is a continuous function.As already noted,
initial-data 'variables are expected to be more closely related to buying
intentions than to purchases, intervening variables are expected to be
more closely related to purchases than to intentions, and the introduction
of intentions into a regression of purchases on variables in both categories
should reduce the net influence of initial-data variables more than that of
intervening variables.
It has been noted above that intentions are a relatively crude proxy for
purchase probability.8The consequences of this fact are worth examining
more carefully.For illustration, take the relation between family income
and purchases.If purchase probability is not standardized, income and
purchases will be positively related, since families with relatively high
incomes tend to buy more, other things equal, than families with relatively
low incomes.But if purchase probability is held constant, there is no
a-priori reason why income should have any net influence on purchases;
high-income families will tend to have higher purchase probabilities than
low-income ones; and the full effect of income differences ought to be
included in probability differences because families know their incomes
at the time they report probabilities.Income might continue to show a
net influence on purchases if favorable intervening events were more com-
mon in relatively high-income families, but even here income and pur-
8 See "Data Limitations," above.
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chases would show no net association provided variables reflecting these
intervening events were also included in the analysis.
However, suppose that a precise measure of purchase probability is not
available.Buying intentions serve as a proxy for probability in that
intenders have higher mean probabilities than nonintenders.But further
suppose that, in the lexicon of Chapter 3, relatively high-income house-
holds tend to have systematically higher cut-off probabilities than rela-
tively low-income ones, given the intentions question, or that they have
higher mean probabilities in the segment of the distribution either above
or below the probability cut-off.In that case intenders and/or non-
intenders would have higher mean purchase probabilities if their incomes
were high than if they were low; this fact would be reflected in the regres-
sion coefficient of income, holding buying intentions constant.Income
will be associated with purchases, net of buying intentions, because income
is serving as a proxy for purchase probability even after account is taken
of the intentions variable.In effect, any variable that tends to be corre-
lated with purchase probability, given buying intentions, will tend to show
(empirically) a net association with purchases for that reason.
The hypotheses underlying the housing variables can now be discussed
more precisely.As noted earlier, three dummy variables related to
housing are employed in the analysis; these are designated H01 (unantici-
pated housing purchases), H10 (unfulfilled house-buying intentions), and
H11 (anticipated housing purchases).The regression coefficient of each
of these variables measures the difference in average purchases between
households in each of the respective housing categories and those in the
fourth (neither intended to buy nor purchased a house).Ignoring pur-
chase probability or its proxy, buying intentions, it is clear that those pur-
chasing a house are likely to buy relatively many durable goods whether
or not they reported house-buying intentions.As the data will show,
those anticipating the housing purchase tend to buy more durables than
other house buyers, possibly because a lengthier period of preparation
facilitates a more rapid acquisition of the durables with which to furnish
and equip the house.9It is not evident, a priori, whether those reporting
house-buying intentions but not purchasing will tend to buy more durable
goods than those doing neither, although it appears from the results that
they typically do.
When buying intentions are introduced into the analysis, it is expected
that the regression coefficient of H01 will be positive; that of H10, negative.
'This difference in purchases might well disappear if a longer forecast period had
been employed in the analysis, say twelve months instead of six months.
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On the average, those in H,1 must have experienced intervening events
favorable to purchases; those in H10, unfavorable intervening events; and
the coefficients of H,1 and H1, will reflect these influences.By the same
token, it appears that households in the H11 group should buy more dura-
bles net of intentions than those neither intending to buy nor buying a
house, since they must, on average, have experienced favorable intervening
events.Hence, the regression coefficient of H11 should also be positive.
But this group should buy fewer durables relative to intentions than those
in H01, since they must have experienced favorable intervening events to a
lesser degree.Consequently, the regression coefficient of H11, net of
buying intentions, should be smaller than that of H,,.'°
Finally, the buying-intentions variable constitutes a measure of mean
ex ante purchase probability for durable goods: more precisely, the regres-
sion coefficient of buying intentions is an estimate of the mean difference in
ex ante purchase probability between intenders and nonintenders; in the
terminology of Chapter 3, the regression coefficient of intentions is an
estimate of r' —s'.The model predicts that this regression coefficient
will be relatively large when the cut-off probability associated with the
intentions question is relatively high, given the skew in the underlying
probability distributions.(See Chapter 3, especially the analysis of the
data in Tables 9 and 10.)
Description of Basic Data Tables
The basic correlation and regression data are shown in Tables 42—44, at
the end of this chapter; these tables relate to the respective subgroups
designated above as A1,...,C3.Independent variables are listed in
the stub in order of their introduction: objective initial-data variables
10Thisconclusion follows from the facts that households in H1, had a higher cx ante
probability of house purchase than those in H0, and that cx post, both groups purchased.
it should be noted, however, that the analysis holds only on the assumption that the
mean cx ante probability associated with durable goods buying intentions is the same in all
housing groups.As will be discussed, the assumption probably does not hold.
To anticipate the argument, mean cx ante purchase probability (for durables) among
intenders and nonintenders is not likely to be the same for households in the different
housing categories.Those intending to buy and buying a house presumably had a
higher mean cx ante probability of purchasing the house than those either intending to
buy and not purchasing or those not reporting intentions but purchasing.To the
extent that the durable goods buying intentions of H,, households are contingent on the
purchase of a house, it seems reasonable to assume that the mean cx ante probability
associated with the durable goods buying intentions of H,1 households is also likely to
be higher than for others.That is to say, intenders in this group are likely to have
higher mean cx ante probabilities, given their buying intentions, than those in either
H1, or H,1.Statistically, this fact would be reflected in a positive regression coefficient
for the H1, dummy variable, other things equal.
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(Y,L_1,Y_,,S') first, then anticipatory initial-data variables (E,O,E5),
then intervening variables (Y,iY,H0j,H,o,H,1), and finally, buying-
intentions variables (P,PC,ZPC).Columns 1 through 3 show net regression
coefficients with standard buying intentions (P) as the dependent variable;
in column Icoefficients are shown for the four objective initial-data
variables; in column 2, for the three anticipatory and the four objective
variables; and in column 3, for the five intervening variables plus the
objective and anticipatory initial-data variables.These three regressions
are designated as X1,...,X4,X,,...,X7,and X,,...,X12,respec-
tively, corresponding to the variables included in each.The significance
levels for regression coefficients are indicated by asterisks__** =0.01
level; *= 0.05level."The constant term and the multiple correlation
coefficient are shown at the bottom of the table.
In addition to the net regression coefficients, F ratios are shown both
for groups of variables and for some individual variables; all these F ratios
are net of all variables included in the respective regression equations.
In the first column of Table 42, for example, the joint F ratio for objective
initial-data variables is 9.0, based on the variance explained by these four
variables.In the second column, the joint F ratio for anticipatory initial-
data variables is 15.9, based on the (incremental) variance explained by
these three variables. A new joint F ratio (7.7) for the objective variables
net of the anticipatory ones is also shown in the second column; but this
measure is an approximation.'2
Columns 4—7 show regression coefficients and F ratios for equations
having durable goods purchases as the dependent variable.Columns
4, 5, and 6 are comparable to columns 1, 2, and 3, respectively, in that a
common set of independent variables is used.Column 7 has net regres-
sion coefficients for all fifteen independent variables; thus, columns 6
and 7 differ only in that the latter includes the three buying intentions
variables while the former excludes them.The F ratios in columns
11Becausesome degrees of freedom have been used up in preliminary regressions,
somewhat conservative ttestswere used.The 0.05 level thus means a tratioof at least
2; the 0.01 level, a tratioof at least 3.
12Thecomputer program did not yield the incremental variance explained by,
,X4 net of X,,...,X,.Joint F ratios that could not be computed directly
from the incremental explained variance were estimated from tratios;in the second
column of Table 42, for example, the joint F ratio of 7.7 for objective variables is the
mean of the squared tratiosfor the four variables.This procedure gives a biased
estimate of the true F ratio for a group of variables to the extent that intercorrelation
exists among the variables in the group; if the within-group intercorrelations are all
zero, the mean F ratio, as estimated from the tratios,is identical to the joint F ratio.
Since the relevant intercorrelations are actually quite small, all joint F ratios shown in
these tables arc close approximations to the true numbers.
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4 through 7 are again exact estimates for incremental groups of variables,
approximations for groups of variables previously included in the regres-
sion.The last two columns show F ratios for each of the fifteen inde-
pendent variables against both intentions (column 8) and purchases




On the whole the data provide rather impressive support for the basic
hypotheses.In all nine subgroups, the partial correlations of both
groups of initial-data variables (objective and anticipatory) are stronger
with buying intentions than with purchases, measuring the partial correla-
tion by the joint F ratio.The contrast is strongest for the subgroups
(C1, C2, and C3) with an intentions question that, since it maximizes the
correlation between intentions and purchases, is the closest available proxy
for purchase probability.Also, about two-thirds of the regression coeffi-
cients for the seven initial-data variables are larger when buying intentions
rather than purchases are the dependent variable.For the intervening
variables, twenty-two of the twenty-seven partial correlations (Y and
LY1jointly,H10 and H01 separately, within each of nine subgroups) are
stronger with purchases than with intentions, as predicted.The data for
H11 are less consistent: the partial correlations are about the same with
intentions as with purchases, and the regression coefficients are also about
the same.Special circumstances are relevant here, and this problem is
discussed below.(All these statements are based on comparisons of
columns 3 and 6 in Tables 42—44, that is, on regressions that do not include
buying intentions as an independent variable but regress both purchases
and intentions on a common set of initial-data and intervening variables.)
The data also clearly evidence the predicted differential influence of
buying intentions on the relation between initial-data or intervening
variables and purchases.Given nine subgroups, the total numbers of
observations on (seven) initial-data and (four) intervening variables are
sixty-three and thirty-six, respectively, again excluding the H11 variable.
13Themeans of the F ratios in columns 8 and 9 for any group of variables are the
joint F ratios that would have been observed if there were in fact zero intercorrelation
not only among variables within a group but among all independent variables shown.
A comparison of such mean F ratios—for example, as computed from column 8 with the
joint F ratio in column I for the objective group of variables, or as computed from
column 9 with the joint F ratio in column 4—indicates that intcrcorrelation within
this group of variables is in fact close to zero.
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Table 32 summarizes the total number of cases in which variables in these
respective categories have the predicted algebraic sign and a significance
level of 0.05 or the predicted sign and a significance level of 0.01, before
and after buying intentions are held constant.Summary data are shown
TABLE 32
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION ANALYSIS: NUMBERS OF STATISTICALLY
SIGNIFICANT REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AND MEAN OF F RATIOS
NUMBER OF NET REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS THAT HAVE PREDICTED SIGN AND HAVE t RATIO
Greater than 2 Greater than 3 Mean of F Ratios
Before After Before After Before After
SUBGROUP IntentionsIntentionsIntentionsIntentionsIntentionsIntentions
OBJECTIVE INITIAL-DATA
A,,B1,C1- 6 3 6 2 9.4 4.4
A2,B2,C2 6 6 6 3 11.6 4.7
A3, B3, C, 6 4 4 2 7.8 4.1
Total or mean 18 13 16 7 9.6 4.4
ANTICIPATORY INITIALDATAb
A,,B,,C, 4 3 3 1 8.0 4.4
A,,B,,C, 3 3 3 1 7.2 3.7
A3, B,, C, 4 2 1 0 4.1 2.1
Total or mean 11 8 7 2 6.4 3.4
COMBINED OBJECTIVE AND ANTICIPATORY INITIAL-DATA
Total or mean 29 21 23 9 8.2 4.0
IN TE R yEN IN
A,,B,,C1 4 5 3 4 8.3 7.7
A,, B1, C, 5 5 2 2 5.0 5.5
A,, B,, C3 2 3 1 1 3.2 3.1
Total ormean 11 13 6 7 5.5 5.4
SOURCE: Tables 42—44.
aVariablesincluded are normal family income (Y), change in liquid assets (L_1)
and in family income (Y_j) prior to the survey, and stock adjustment (5').
b Variables included are expectations index (E),opinionabout buying conditions
(0), and long-range financial prospects CE5).
Variables, included are income change during the forecast periods ( Y), transitory
income (Y,), unexpected housing purchase (H,,), and unfulfilled plan to buy house
(H,0).
for the three life-cycle groups.The mean of the joint F ratios is also
shown, both before and after the inclusion of buying intentions.
A number of points stand out clearly.First, the F ratios for both cate-
gories of initial-data variables decline sharply when buying intentions are
included in the regression, while the F ratios for intervening variables are
hardly affected at all.In fact, the joint F ratios for both categories of
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initial-data variables decline in every one of the nine subgroups when buy-
ing intentions are added to the regression.In only about 10 per cent of
the 63 cases does the partial correlation between purchases and any
initial-data variable show an increase when intentions are held constant.
In contrast, both correlation and regression coefficients for intervening
variables increase in about half the cases when buying intentions are held
constant.
Secondly, the number of initial-data variables with a statistically
significant relation to purchases differs sharply depending on whether or
not intentions are held constant; this is not the case for intervening varia-
bles.The contrast is most evident from a comparison of the third and
fourth columns in Table 32.Before intentions are included in the regres-
sion, initial-data variables are significantly related to purchases at the
0.01 level in twenty-three cases (sixteen objective and seven anticipatory);
intervening variables have this strong an association with purchases in six
cases.After the inclusion of buying intentions, only nine of the original
twenty-three cases involving initial-data variables still show significance
at the 0.01 level, while seven intervening variables—a net increase—now
show an 0.01-level association with purchases.14
Finally, there is some indication that the relative importance of objec-
tive and anticipatory initial-data variables differs among life-cycle groups.
The anticipatory variables are clearly more important for households with
relatively young heads, judging both from the joint F ratios and from the
number of cases that show a statistically significant relation to purchases
at the 0.01 level.However, it does not appear from these data that
objective variables are more important for households with older heads;
rather, there seems to be no pattern at all in this regard.But data to be
presented later suggests that objective variables may in fact be more
important for households with older heads.
A more detailed summary of results from the multivariate analysis is
given by Table 33, which shows the algebraic sign and significance level
for each variable in all nine subgroups, based on regressions from columns
3 and 7 of Tables 42—44.
Looking first at the regression with buying intentions dependent, it
14Althoughthe intervening variables that show a significant association with
purchases at the 0.01 level are all housing dummy variables (Hoi and H10), the other
intervening variables show the same pattern.For example, there are four cases in
which income change or transitory income are significantly related to purchases (0.05
level) before inclusion of buying intentions; all four of these cases are still significant
at the 0.05 level after inclusion of intentions, and the regression coefficients are
practically unchanged.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION ANALYSIS: ALGEBRAIC




Independent Subgroup Designation * or
Variables A1A2 A3B1 B5 B3C1 C2C3+****
REGRESSIONS WITH BUYING INTENTIONS DEPENDENT
Initial-datE
Objective
Y + **+******** *** 976
aL1 + 0++ *+++ 820
LsY_t++ 0+0+0*+
* 7 2 1
SI ********** **** **** 9 9 9
AnticipEtory
E+ 0+0+ +
* 0 ó 2 0





Ely 0++00+00+ 5 1 0




H10 + 0**0* **** **** 8 7 7
H11 **+****** ** + 9 7 7
REGRESSIONS WITH PURCHASES DEPENDENT
Initial-data
Objective
y *0*0**0*0 + * 9 8 6
ilL_s 0+++ 0+++ 0600
ElY_s 0 0++ 0+ 00+ 4 0 0
S' + 0+00*0+0+ 9 5 1
Anticipatory
E 000++0+ ++ 500
0 *0+0+0*+
* ** 9 6 2 0 0++ 0+
*0+ 6 2 0
Intervening
Income change
*0+0++0++ 7 2 0
ElY,+ ++ 0+ ++ 820
Housings
H,5 0*++ 0*0**0*0 + 9 6 6
H5, 00+00(0)0*0(0)00(0)1 3 1
H15 0*0***00* 0* **0 + 9 8 6
Buying intentionsb
0**0*0*0*0 0**0 *0*0 9 9 9
P,,ZP, 0 *++ 8 4 2
+ =positivenet regression coefficient, t ratio <2
0 =negativenet regression coefficient, t ratio <2
*= positivenet regression coefficient, t ratio >2
*(0)=negativenet regression coefficient, t ratio >2
** = positivenet regression coefficient, t ratio >3
*0(0) =negativenet regression coefficient, t ratio >3
SOURCE: Tables 42—44.Independent variables are defined above, in "Description
of Variables."
The predicted regression coefficient of H12, net of buying intentions, is negative.
b Algebraic sign for P,, ZP, is taken from the regression that includes F, only and not
zP,; significance level is that for P, before adding zP, or that for ZP,, whichever is
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appears that five of the twelve independent variables are significantly
related to intentions in almost every subgroup, usually at the 0.01 level.
These include normal family income, desired stock adjustment, opinion
about buying conditions, unfulfilled plans to buy a house, and anticipated
purchases of housing.Four others (income and liquid-asset change prior
to the survey, the expectations index, and long-range financial prospects)
generally have the predicted algebraic sign and are significant in at least
two of the nine groups; these variables, especially the first two, are gen-
erally significant at the 0.01 level in a zero-order regression but are redun-
dant to other variables—notably, to opinion about buying conditions.Of
the remaining three variables, the hypotheses tested do not predict the
sign of one (unexpected housing purchases), although the signs are all
positive; the other two (intervening income changes) are predicted not to
have any net association with buying intentions.On the whole, therefore,
the results accord quite well with the hypotheses.
Turning to the regressions with durable goods purchases dependent, the
strongest and most consistent variables are normal family income, unan-
ticipated housing purchases, anticipated housing purchases, and standard
buying intentions.Two others—desired stock adjustment and opinion
about buying conditions—always have the predicted sign and are generally
significant at the 0.05 level, though not at the 0.01 level.The two inter-
vening income-change variables, as well as contingent buying intention,
long-range financial prospects, and unfulfilled house-buying intentions,
usually have the predicted sign (positive for the first four, negative for
H10), and are significant in at least two of the subgroups.Finally, three
variables seem to be essentially unrelated to purchases—change in income
and change in liquid assets prior to the survey date and the expectations
index.
In terms of the classification via initial-data, intervening, and buying-
intentions variables, standard buying intentions are clearly the strongest
variable of the fifteen; this variable accounts for close to half the total
explained variance.The intervening housing variables are consistently
significant, and the intervening income-change variables are consistent
with respect to algebraic sign though they are generally not statistically
significant.Some of the initial-data variables continue to exert a strong
influence on purchases net of buying intentions, although in every case
their influence is sharply reduced when intentions are included in the
regression.
It should be noted that the subgroups differ markedly in the degree to
which the respective intentions questions constitute an adequate proxy
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for purchase probability.The regression analysis confirms the earlier
finding (Chapter 2) that the intentions questions in the C subgroups are
the best of those available in the CU data; both the simple and partial
correlation between intentions and purchases is consistently stronger in the
C groups.As a consequence, initial-data variables ought to be less
strongly associated with purchases net of intentions in the C subgroups
than elsewhere, while the influence of intervening variables ought to be
about the same.It appears from Table 33 (and from the basic data
tables) that this is in fact the case: for example, the net relation between
the income or stock adjustment variables and purchases is clearly less
strong in C1, C2, and C3 than elsewhere, while the intervening housing
variables H,0 and H0, are at least as strong net of buying intentions in the
C groups as in other groups.
Finally, Table 33 provides an additional test of the proposition that
initial-data variables will be more strongly related to buying intentions
than to purchases, and that the converse ought to be true with respect to
intervening variables.A glance at the summary statistics on the right-
hand side of Table 33 confirms that this is the typical pattern.For every
variable in the initial-data category the same or more subgroups have the
predicted sign in the intentions regression than in the purchases regression,
and the same or more subgroups have both the predicted sign and any
given level of statistical significance (with one exception—family income,
0.05 significance level).For every variable in the intervening category,
the converse is true.'6
The data in Table 33 indicate that a number of variables have a negli-
gible net influence on both intentions and purchases.One last general
summary—Table 34—is therefore presented; regression coefficients and F
ratios before 'and after buying intentions are held constant are shown for
those initial-data and intervening variables that are significantly related
to purchases (0.05 level) in at least two of the nine groups, net of all
independent variables.Data from only the A and C subgroups are
presented, since the results are about the same in the B groups as in A.
The independent variables comprise two objective initial-data variables
15 There appear to be two exceptions to this statement: H10 shows a preponderance of
plus signs and coefficients significant at the 0.01 level in the intentions regression; this
is as predicted, since those with (unfulfilled) house-buying intentions ought to have
relatively more durable goods buying intentions than other households.In the pur-
chases regression, H15 generally has negative coefficients, a few of which are significant;
but this is again as predicted, since households in this category (planned to buy a
house but did not purchase) are expected to buy relatively fewer durables, holding
buying intentions constant, than others, because they must have experienced unfavora-
ble intervening events.The other apparent exception is H11, which is analyzed below.
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TABLE 34
SUMMARY OP RESULTS PROM MULTWARIATE REGRESSION ANALYSIS: EFFECT OF ADDING
DURABLE GOODS BUYING INTENTIONS TO REGRESSIONS OF PURCHASES ON SELECTED VARIABLES
* = Iratio >2.
**= tratio >3.
(mean F ratios are shown in brackets)
SOURCE: Tables 42—44; regression Coefficients are from columns 6 and 7.The inde-








[13.4] [7.7] [21 .1] [6.3] [11.0] [6.2]
0.048** 0.039** 0.035** 0.021* 0.035** 0.033**
0.106** 0,020 0.168** 0.078* 0.114* 0.042
[16.3] [10.1] [6.2] [1.8] [6.5] [3.2]
0.383** 0.291** 0.247** 0.131 0.281* 0.214*
0.043 —0.010 0.030 —0.022 0.262 0.166
[3.7] [4.3] [5.8] [5.8] [0.6] [0.4]
0.126* 0.125* 0.152* 0.148* 0.100 0.077
0.252 0.289 0.494* 0.488*—0.005 0.051
[16.9] [14.8] [3.1] [2.5] [2.2] [2.2]
1.196**1.055 0.664* 0.488 0.679 0.657
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(normal family income, Y, and desired stock adjustment, S'); two antici-
patory initial-data variables (opinion about buying conditions, 0, and
long-range financial prospects,Es);twointervening income-change
variables (change in income during the forecast period, E,Y,andtransi-
tory income, i.Yg); two intervening housing variables (Ho1, unanticipated
housing purchase, and H10, unfulfilled plans to buy a house); and the one
variable that has a pronounced element of both intervening and initial-
data considerations (H11, anticipated purchase of a house).Mean F
ratios for the four pairs of variables and the F ratio for H11 are shown in
brackets.
The differential impact of buying intentions on the relation between
purchases and initial-data or intervening variables is strikingly evidenced
in Table 34.In subgroup A2, for example, the objective initial-data
variables Y and S' have a mean F ratio of 21.1 before intentions are held
constant; the anticipatory initial-data variables 0 and E6,amean F ratio
of 6.2.After intentions are held constant, these F ratios fall to 6.3 and
1.8, respectively.But the intervening variables iXY and LY1 have the
same mean F ratio (5.8) both before and after.In the subgroup C1 the
same objective and anticipatory initial-data variables have mean F ratios
of, respectively, 15.5 and 16.2 before, 2.5 and 8.4 after; the intervening
income-change variables, in contrast show a small decline—from 2.3 to
1.6.16
1Thedifference betweenthe A and C subgroups in the relative influence of buying
intentions on the relation between purchases and initial-data variables should again
be noted.This difference must be due to the buying intentions questions asked of
households in these groups, sampling variation aside.The before-intentions and
after-intentions mean F ratios for the specified initial-data variables are:
1,5' O,E,
BeforeAfter BeforeAfter
A, 13.47.7 16.3 10.1
A, 21.16.3 6.2 1.8
A, 11.06.2 6.5 3.2
Mean of A Subgroups15.2 6.7 9.7 5.0
C, 15.52.5 16.2 8.4
C, 24.19.3 11.9 5.6
C3 12.12.6 7.3 3.2
Mean of C Subgroups17.24.8 11 .8 5.7
On the basis of these data the initial-data variables apparently are somewhat more
strongly related to purchases in the C subgroups than in A, prior to the introduction of
intentions.This is presumably a sampling phenomenon, since these variables are
identical in each subgroup and the subgroups themselves were selected at random.
Net of buying intentions, however, the Y and 5' variables have less influence in the C
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The two housing variables that are mainly intervening are not influenced
much by the inclusion of buying intentions.In three of the six groups the
mean F ratio for H01 and H10 increaies when buying intentions are held
constant, and in the other three groups the change is either nil or a
negligible decline.For H11, which is partly an intervening and partly an
initial-data variable, the F ratio declines in all six groups, although in no
case does the addition of buying intentions reduce a statistically significant
H11 coefficient to a nonsignificant one.Nonetheless, the H11 coefficients
all drop considerably and the F ratios are roughly halved, comparing the
situation before and after buying intentions are included in the regression
on purchases.
Further, it is clear from both Table 34 and the basic data tables that the
regression coefficient of H11 (anticipated housing purchases) is generally
larger than that of H01 (unanticipated housing purchases) net of intentions
to buy durables.Ordinarily, H11 has a much larger regression coefficient
than H,, before durable goods intentions are included in the regression, a
slightly larger one after intentions are held constant; that is, holding
intentions constant reduces the H11 coefficient much more than that of
H01, but not enough more to reverse the direction of difference.Since
favorable intervening events must have been more frequent or more
important in H,, than in H11 (see above), this result is inconsistent with
predictions of the probability model.Because the problem is com-
plicated, I have deferred further examination of it until the remaining
results have been discussed.
:.. :
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LIFE-CYCLE CLASSES
It has already been noted that anticipatory initial-data variables are more
closely related to purchases in households with younger heads, while
objective initial-data variables seemed to have no life-cycle pattern at all
vis-à-vis purchases.Table 35 facilitates a more careful examination of
this proposition; F ratiosfrom the regression of purchases on anticipatory
and objective initial-data variables are shown for each of the nine sub-
groups, as is the F ratio for durable goods buying intentions.Two sets of
these ratios are included: one is the mean of the F ratios calculated from
the simple correlation between each independent variable and purchases;
groups; the 0 and E, variables just slightly more. A comparison of paired observa-
tions in the respective subgroups (A, versus C1, cOo.) suggests that the C intentions
question exerts a stronger. influence on the initial-data variables in almost every case.
The reason presumably is that the intentions question in the C groups is a better proxy
for purchase probability than the question in A; hence, the initial-data variables are
more redundant to buying intentions in the C groups.
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the other is the mean of the F ratios estimated from the partial correlations
in the complete (fifteen-variable) regression.
The hypothesized life-cycle pattern for both anticipatory initial-data
variables and buying intentions is clearly in evidence: households with
relatively young heads tend to have the highest F ratios based on either
the simple or partial correlation with purchases; those with relatively
older heads, the lowest F ratios.But there seems to be no discernible
life-cycle pattern to the F ratios for objective initial-data variables.
However, these observations are based on the relation between initial-data
TABLE 35
MEAN F RATIOS FOR RELATION BETWEEN GROUPS OP INDEPENDENT VARIABLES







































































Standard buying intentions (F) only; contingent buying intentions (Pa) and the
interaction variable ZP have a small net effect except in the A groups, although they
generally have the predicted signs in other groups as well.
variables and actual purchases.Intervening events may have an impor-
tant influence on this relation, particularly in view of the relatively short
forecast period in the analysis.It can be argued, therefore, that the
relation between initial-data variab)es and buying intentions provides a more
accurate picture of the relative importance of objective and anticipatory
variables in the decision-making process, since intervening events should
have little or no influence on this relation.
FACTORS DETERMINING PURCHASE PROBABILITY
The data contain, not one measure of buying intentions, but several; the
relation between initial-data variables and buying intentions depends on
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which intentions question is used.For example, buying intentions in the
A subgroups constitute responses to a question with a relatively high
probability cut-off point and:a relatively small proportion of yes responses.
The intentions question asked of the C subgroups has a much lower cut-off
probability than that asked of A, and the C subgroups show a correspond-
ingly much higher proportion of yes responses.Thus, an analysis of the
relation between buying intentions and initial-data variables yields
different results in the A, B, and C samples because of differences in the
intentions variables themselves.An indication of the extent of these
differences is provided by Table 36, which shows the proportion of total
variance in buying intentions explained by a common set of independent
variables in each of the nine subgroups.
TABLE 36







A .073 .109 .099
B .100 .110 .148
C .170 .201 .238
SouRcE: Tables 42—44.
The intentions variable in the C samples is evidently much more closely
associated with initial-data factors than that in the A or B samples, and the
same is true for the intentions variable in the B sample relative to that in A.
The reason is simple enough.The C buying-intentions variable elicited
many more yes responses for each of the commodities included in the
aggregate, as noted above. A minority of households in the C samples
(about 35 per cent) reported no buying intentions at all; the remaining
households reported numbers of intentions ranging from one to nine.
Thus "aggregate intentions" is a number greater than zero for most C
households, and those reporting no intentions at all presumably constitute a
relatively homogeneous subsample with relatively low ex ante purchase
probabilities.
On the other hand, the A intentions variable elicited relatively few
yes responses, although many A respondents, other than the small number
reporting that they "definitely" would buy, replied that they "probably
or possibly" would purchase. A majority of sample A households (about
65 per cent) reported no definite buying intentions; the remainder,
numbers of definite intentions varying from one to nine.But the 65
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per cent of the A sample who are nonintenders constitute a relatively
heterogeneous group, in that their ex ante purchase probabilities have a
substantial variance.Although aggregate buying intentions—and ex ante
probability—among those reporting at least one buying intention is as
closely (probably more closely) associated with initial-data factors among
A households as among those in C, the variance in ex ante probability
among those reporting no buying intentions is bound to be much greater
in the A groups.Since the intentions variable is evidently unable to
explain any of the variance in ex ante probability among nonintenders, it
will necessarily be unrelated to initial-data factors associated with differ-
ences in ex ante purchase probability for the nonintenders. 'Insum, the
data suggest that the relation between the observed variable "aggregate
buying intentions" and the unobserved variable "aggregate ex ante pur-
chase probability" is much stronger in the C samples than in A; although
the association between aggregate ex ante probability and initial-data
factors must be the same in both groups, the association between these
factors and aggregate buying intentions would be stronger in C than in A
if aggregate C intentions were more strongly correlated with aggregate
ex ante probability; and this appears to be the case.
These considerations suggest that the relation between initial-data
variables and purchase probability is most closely approximated by the
relation between initial-data variables and buying intentions for the C
samples; the next-best intentions variable for this purpose is that in the
B samples.'8Hence, Table 37 summarizes the net regression coefficients
and joint F ratios from the regression of aggregate buying intentions on
initial-data variables in the B and C samples.
The data indicate that the initial-data variables most closely associated
with buying intentions (and, hence, purchase probability) are desired
stock adjustment (S'), and opinion about buying conditions for durables
(0).Bothvariables are significant at the 0.01 level net of all seven
7Theargument is basically empirical, not a priori.There is no logical reason why
the association between aggregate intentions and initial-data variables might not be
stronger the higher the cut-off probability of the intentions question.
"Both standard and contingent buying intentions are proxies for purchase proba-
bility, and the A sample appears to have the best contingent-intentions variable among
the three groups.But the regressions were run only on the standard buying-inten-
tions variable in each sample, not on contingent intentions.I would guess that the
relation between A contingent intentions and initial-data variables is probably as
close as that between A standard intentions and these variables; this statement would
not be true for the other samples.Further, it is fairly evident that a combination of
standard and contingent A intentions—perhaps even so crude a combination as the
sum of the two—would yield results that are not very different from those for the C
standard-intentions variable.
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independent variables, and they account for roughly three-fourths of the
total explained variance.Before the anticipatory variables are included
in the regression, family income (Y) is also significantly related to inten-
tions at the 0.01 level in all subgroups, and liquid-asset change prior to
the intentions survey (i.sL_i) is significant at the 0.05 level in all groups.
But the anticipatory variables—mainly 0—reduce the influence of both
these variables considerably.Income is still significant at the 0.05 level
TABLE 37
NET REGRESSION COEFFICIENT AND JOINT F RATIOS FOR INITIAL-DATA VARIABLES
RELATED TO STANDARD BUYING INTENTIONS
Objective Variables AnticipatoryVariables
Joint Joint
Subgroup YL_1Y..., S'F RatioE 0 E,F Ratio
OBJECTIVE VARIABLES ONLY ,
B, 035'.178b .053 .199'20.0
B, .028'.284'—.075 .208'22.3
B, .035'.275b .095 .282'24.6
C, .063'.232b .221'.316'34.0
C, .038'.241b .095 .375'34.2
C, .050'.288" .264'.444'38.0
OBJECTIVE AND ANTICIPATORYVARIABLES
B, .028b.126 .047 .205'17.6—.193 3266.076 11.0
B2 .023".215b,—.103 .212'19.0 .167 .3116.041 9.3
B, .031'.239" .039 .288'24,5 .702b.2916.005 8.8
C, .047'.141 .167'.322'29.3 .656 .501'.220"20.8
C2 .028".113 .078 .369'31.7 .852".551'.012 20.9
C, .036'.149 .184b 439a35.0—.257 •4798.234 11.0
SOURCE: Tables 42—44, columns I and 2.
=Significantlydifferent from zero at 0.01level.
b =Significantlydifferent from zero at 0.05 level.
in all groups; at the 0.01 level, it is significant in only three of the six.In
addition, all the income regression coefficients decline markedly.The
effect of the anticipatory variables on liquid-asset change is even stronger;
only two of the six groups show a significant (0.05 level) relation between
(L_1) and buying intentions after the anticipatory variables are included
in the regression; and all the coefficients show a noticeable drop.In
contrast, the coefficient of S' is completely unaffected when anticipatory
variables are included in the regression.
The data in Table 37 exhibit consistent and fairly strong differences
among life-cycle classes in the relative influence of objective and antici-
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patory variables on buying intentions.In both the B and C samples the
joint F ratio for objective variables is larger the older the head of house-
hold.All four objective variables contribute to this pattern, although
differences in the partial correlation of S' with P are mainly responsible.
The anticipatory variables follow the opposite pattern with respect to
differences among life-cycle classes; the younger the household head, the
more closely are these variables related to buying intentions.This
result is almost entirely due to differences in the partial correlation of 0
with P; the other two anticipatory variables behave erratically, although
in the C samples both E and E, appear to be somewhat more strongly
related to intentions for households with relatively young heads.
The observed differences among life-cycle classes are consistent with
the hypothesis that expenditures on durables are more closely associated
with wealth (defined to include the discounted value of future income)
than with current income.The correlation between wealth and current
income is bound to be relatively weak in households with younger heads
because the variance of discounted future earnings, current income held
constant, is greater the younger the household head.Hence anticipatory
variables, which are correlated more closely with wealth than with current
income, will have a relatively stronger net influence on purchase proba-
bility in younger households.Conversely, objective variables, which
reflect differences among households in their current financial situation,
will have a relatively stronger net influence on the decisions of older
households because they constitute a better proxy for wealth in such a
group.
A DIGRESSION ON TASTE VARIABLES
One of the most interesting results in Table 37 is the powerful influence of
the stock adjustment variable, S', on buying intentions.'9Investigation
of the relation between durables stock and purchases (discussed in
Appendix A) indicated a weak positive association between the two,
instead of the negative relation anticipated a priori.The positive stock-
purchases correlation is probably due to the correlation between stock
of durables and household tastes, i.e., to what have been called personality
correlations.5', however, contains a strong subjective element; a house-
hold may have a large and relatively new stock of durables and yet report
that many items need replacement precisely because its members have
195'represents the (weighted) number of durables in the household's inventory that
were regarded as "in need of replacement."The statement that a particular item
needed replacement was interpreted as indicating a difference between the household's
actual and desired stock of durables.
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a taste for durables, while another household with a smaller and older
stock may report that no items are in need of replacement for the con-
verse reason.To some extent, therefore, S'tendsto standardize for
differences in tastes.The data can thus be interpreted as suggesting
that the influence of durables stock on purchases, taste for durables held
constant, is really quite powerful; the observed correlation between SI
and both purchases and buying intentions is positive and quite strong;
and S',whileit may standardize tastes, is clearly a very crude measure
of the difference between actual and desired stock.
A DIGRESSION ON IDIOSYNCRATIC VARIABLES
The same line of analysis may explain why the opinion variable (0)
obtainedfrom responses to the question "Is the present a good or bad time
for you to buy durables?" is so strongly related to both purchases and
buying intentions in the CU data.Both the form of the question and the
intercorrelation between 0andother initial-data variables indicate that
respondents are essentially saying: "Taking everything into account (our
current and prospective income, asset and debt position, etc.), this is a
[good, bad, pro-con] time for us to be spending money on durables."
Thus, 0reflectsthe household's own judgment about the joint influence of
objectively observable factors like income, income change, assets, and
debts onitscurrent financialposition.Since different households
necessarily assign different weights to these factors, the 0variablecom-
bines them in whatever way is most appropriate for each household.
Because it is partly an idiosyncratic variable, it can be argued that 0
oughtto explain more of the variance in purchases or intentions to buy
than any simple combination of the underlying factors, and would proba-
bly explain more variance than any conceivable combination of these
factors. 20
20Severalpoints of interest in connection with this variable should be noted.First,
O is not necessarily the same as the apparently identical variable obtained by the Survey
Research Center and reported in the annual Survey of Consumer Finances or in their own
Interim Surveys.The SRC uses a projective question: "Is this a [good, bad, pro-con]
time for people like yourselves to buy durables?"The responses to this question may thus
differ from responses to the similar but personally oriented question asked on the CU
surveys.Moreover, the SRC has interpreted responses to the projective question as
reflecting judgments about market conditions rather than about the current state of the
household's finances.That is to say, the SRC argues that responses to the projective
question relate to the household's expectations about current and prospective prices,
and this view is supported by responses to a follow-up question, "Why do you say so
[that this is a good, etc., time for people like yourselves to buy]?"For further dis-
cussion, see Appendix A.
Secondly, the Federal Reserve Board's Consultant Committee on Economic Statistics
found that the SRC opinion question was the only attitude variable strongly related to
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BUYING INTENTIONS VARIABLES
One of the most important empirical tests in this chapter concerns the
structure of the regression coefficients for durable goods buying intentions.
The basic thesis of the monograph is that a classification of households into
intenders and nonintenders essentially constitutes a classification into
groups with relatively high and relatively low mean ex ante purchase
probability, drawn from a universe characterized by a continuous distribu-
tion of ex ante purchase probabilities.The mean probability for both
intenders and nonintenders depends on the cut-off probability that
respondents assign to the question about buying intentions.As pointed out
earlier in this chapter, the constant term in a simple linear regression of
purchases on intentions is an estimate of mean probability among non-
intenders, while the regression coefficient of intentions is an estimate of the
difference in mean probability between intenders and nonintenders.2'
The data in Tables 42—44 contain six different buying intentions varia-
bles; the A, B, and C subsamples contain both a standard and a con-
tingent intentions variable, each of which is constructed from responses to
questions with different (implicit) cut-off probabilities.A priori, it is
clear that the standard intentions variable in each of these (A,B,C)
samples has a higher cut-off probability than the contingent intentions
variable in the same sample, and that the standard intentions variable in A
has a higher probability cut-off than that in C (see Chapters 2 and 3).
On the basis of evidence that is partly a priori and partly empirical (the
proportion of households responding yes to the alternative questions), the
ordering of the cut-off probabilities for the remaining intentions questions
can be fixed with a fair degree of confidence.
Given the variation in cut-off probability for the six intentions ques-
time series changes in expenditures on durables (see Reports of Federal Reserve Consultant
Committees on Economic Statistics, Joint Committee on the Economic Report, 84th Cong.,
1st sess., 1955).Thus these cross-section results are consistent with an analysis of time
series changes based on responses (to a roughly similar question) from a random sample
of the population.
21Thefact that the empirical data relate aggregate intentions for each household to
aggregate household purchases makes little difference in principle.. The linear
regression coefficient of aggregate purchases on intentions is still an estimate of the
difference in mean probability between intenders and nonintenders, except that it
constitutes a weighted average of intender-nonintender probability differences for all
commodities included in the aggregate.The constant term, however, becomes the
probability that a nonintender will purchase any of the commodities in the aggregate.
Dividing the constant by the number of commodities aggregated will produce an
estimate of the weighted mean probability that nonintenders will purchase the "aver-
age" commodity.
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tions, it is anticipated that there will be relatively little difference in mean
probability among nonintenders,relatively much among intenders
(again, see Chapter 3).As a consequence, differences in mean proba-
bility between intenders and nonintenders should be positively (though
not linearly) correlated with the cut-off probability.Since the regression
coefficients of the respective buying-intentions variables are estimates of
the respective differences in mean probability between intenders and
nonintenders, the test involves a comparison of the respective cut-off
probabilities for the six intentions variables—which can be ordered on
partly a priori and partly empirical grounds—with the corresponding
coefficients estimated in the multivariate regressions.
Table 38 contains two sets of coefficients for the relevant intentions
variables.The upper panel contains data from the regressions analyzed in
this chapter, while the lower panel contains data from the regressions
discussed in Appendix A.22The observed regression coefficients follow
the predicted pattern closely in all life-cycle classes; the conformity is
almost perfect in theyoungest age groups, more erratic in the oldest.All
coefficients but .one.are- positive, and the size of the differences among
coefficients seem generally reasonable.These generalizations apply to
the coefficients in either panel, although some of the mean probabilities
implied by the Panel B coefficients seem rather large.For example, the
mean ex ante probability associated with definite buying intentions for
households in the 25—34 age group appears to be somewhere around 0.7
or 0.8, judging from the data in the lower panel.The estimated mean
difference in observed purchase rates between intenders and nonintenders
is calculated as 0.52, and nonintenders must have had purchase rates in
excess of zero—say, roughly 0.07; hence, the mean purchase rate for
intenders is estimated as roughly 0.6.By implication, mean ex ante
22Theupper and lower panels differ in three important respects.First, the number
of cases included in each of the regressions is smaller in the lower panel; the Appendix A
regressions excluded all households either intending to buy or purchasing a house.
Second, the complete set of independent variables—for the regression equation from
which the respective intentions coefficients are taken—is not the same in the upper and
lower panels; compare Xi,... ,Xulisted in the first part of this chapter with
Xla,...,Xj,6listed in Appendix A.Third, interaction between standard and
contingent intentions assumes a different form: in the upper panel the interaction
variable is ZP, where Z =1when P is zero, Z =0otherwise; in the lower panel the
interaction variable is the cross-product, PP.
•The most important difference is the third.The cross-product interaction gen-
erally tends to increase the coefficients for both standard and contingent intentions to a
greater degree than the other (ZP,); hence, most of the coefficients in the lower panel
are higher than their counterparts in the upper panel.While the ordering is about
the same, the differences among intentions variables are somewhat more pronounced
in the lower panel.
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probability among intenders should have been considerably higher than
0.6 because of regression bias, and I would doubt that this is the case.
The data in Table 38 also indicate that the regression coefficient of
buying intentions is a function of life-cycle status, being systematically
larger for groups of households with relatively young heads.It is not
TABLE 38








1. P in A sample
2. PinBsample
3. Pin C sample
4. PcinAsample









1. P in A sampleb
2. P in B sample"
3. P in C sample"
4. P, in A sample'
5. P, in C sample'




.147 * .159* .087*
.136* .004 .066
.055 .062 —.004
SOURCE: Data in upper panel taken from Tables 42—44, column 7, i.e., from equation
that regresses durables goods purchases on all fifteen independent variables.Data in
lower panel taken from Appendix A, Tables A-I through A-9, column 3, i.e., from
regressions that do not include the interaction variables—ZS', ZY, EP, ZO, and ZIP,.
*= Significantlydifferent from zero at 0.01 level.
aFigureshown is the coefficient of contingent buying intentions when standard
intentions are zero.The ZP, interaction behaves erratically and also causes erratic
movements in P,; hence, the combined influence of both variables is a better measure
than either taken alone.
b Figure shown is the coefficient of standard intentions when contingent intentions
are zero.
oFigureshown is the coefficient of contingent intentions when standard intentions
are zero.
clear why this is so.The simple correlations between intentions and
purchases, as well as the corresponding regression coefficients, tend to be
slightly smaller in the older age groups, although the differences are not so
pronounced as those shown above and are well within the limits of
sampling variability.On the other hand, the association between buying
intentions and initial-data variables is typically stronger among households
in. the older age groups; hence, the partial correlation and regression
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coefficients for buying intentions are weaker, relative to the zero-order
relationships,in the older age groups.By implication, intervening
events (not necessarily those observable in the data) must have been
relatively more important as an explanation of differences in purchases
among older households.It does not necessarily follow that intervening
events were more common—indeed, they may have been less so.But
unexpected developments—especially adverse ones—may well result in a
greater divergence between intentions and purchases among older than
among younger households.For example, younger households faced
with unexpected financial adversity may be more willing to make use of
both accumulated savings and credit than older households faced with a
similar situation; if so, the relation between savings intentions and actual
savings would be closer in older households, that between spending intentions
and actual spending closer in younger ones, other things being equal.
A Re-examination of the Housing Variables
The last section of this chapter is concerned with a re-examination of
the three variables representing house purchases or house-buying inten-
tions—H1o, H01, and H11.As already discussed, the regression coefficients
of these (classification) variables, net of durable goods buying intentions,
are presumed to measure the relative importance of intervening events.
The events themselves are not directly observable but are inferred from the
fact that housing purchases in the respective groups were observed to be
more (or less) frequent than indicated by the ex ante mean probability of
housing purchases.Thus, households who purchased houses but did
not report house-buying intentions (Ho1) are presumed to have experienced
favorable intervening events to a greater degree, on the average, than
those who purchased houses and had also reported house-buying inten-
tions (H11); similarly, households reporting intentions to buy houses but
not purchasing (H10) are presumed to have experienced unfavorable inter-
vening events to a greater degree on average than those neither intending
to buy nor purchasing houses (Hoo).The net regression coefficients of
ffoi, H10, and H11 measure the respective differences in average purchases,
other things being equal, between households in these three groups and
those in H00.Consequently, in an equation of the general form
P=b0+b1P+b2H01+b3H10+b4H11+ .+u,
where the variables are defined as above, the regression coefficients should
be ordered
H01 > H11 > 0 > H,0.
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Instead, the data examined above indicate that, in most subgroups, the
net regression coefficients of these variables are ordered
H11> H01> 0 > H10.
It will be recalled that the regression coefficient of P, durable goods
buying intentions, is an estimate of the difference in mean purchase
probability between (durable goods) intenders and nonintenders.Sup-
pose, however, that P has not one value but multiple values, depending
on the particular circumstances of groups of households.The evidence in
Chapters 3 and 4suggeststhat the coefficient of P probably varies little
(if at all) with household characteristics such as income, age, etc.How-
ever, the housing variables are so constituted that differences among
H10, H11, and H00 in mean ex ante purchase probability for intenders
are not only possible, but likely.
To begin with, durable goods buying intentions are consistently higher
in the H11 groups than in H10 (both reported house-buying intentions, but
only those in H11 purchased); on a priori grounds, the ex ante mean proba-
bility of a housing purchase must have been higher in H11 than in H10.23
In the same vein, intentions to buy durables were consistently higher in
than in H00 (neither group "intended" to buy a house, but those in Ho,.
bought); a priori, the ex ante mean probability of a housing purchase is
likely to have been higher in H01 than in H00.It is a reasonable sup-
position that, in these groups, the mean probability associated with buying
intentions for durable goods is related to the mean probability of a housing
purchase, given the strong complementarity between purchases of housing
and purchases of durables.On this line of reasoning the mean proba-
bility associated with intentions to buy durables ought to be substantially
higher in H11 than in H10, somewhat higher in H01 than in H00.More-
over, given the nature of these classifications, the mean ex ante probability
associated with the durables buying intentions of H11 households is likely
to have been higher than in either H01 or while among H10 households
the ex ante mean is likely to have been lower than in either of these groups.
That is to say, it can plausibly be argued that mean durable goods pur-
chase probability among intenders ranks in the order
H,.1> H0, > H00> H,.0.
There seems to be no a priori reason to suppose that mean ex ante purchase
23Thequestion on house-buying intentions asked about "the next twelve months."
Households that reported intentions to buy houses and purchased within the six-
month forecast period surely had higher exanleprobabilities of purchasing houses, on
the average, than those who reported intentions but did not buy.
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probability among nonintenders would necessarily follow the same pattern;
even if it did, it is likely that differences among nonintenders would be
much less pronounced than among intenders.24
If purchase probability varies in this way, the probability model no
longer predicts that the coefficient of H01 will necessarily exceed that of H11
in the regressions summarized in Tables 42—44.If the mean ex ante pur-
chase probability associated with durable goods buying intentions varies
among the housing groups, the regression coefficients of the housing classi-
fication variables will reflect this fact as well as the fact of differences in
intervening events.Thus, the coefficient ofmight exceed that of Hot
even though intervening events were more important in the latter group
provided that mean ex ante purchase probability were higher among H11
than among H01 intenders by enough to offset the difference.
This possibility can be explored empirically.For the moment, two
assumptions must be made: first, that among households in each of the
respective housing categories, the incidence of intervening events is
independent of the level (number) of reported buying intentions; second,
that in each of the respective groups the ex ante probability associated with
intentions is independent of the level of intentions.Designating favorable
intervening events as F, unfavorable ones as U, and durable goods pur-
chases (buying intentions)for households in the respective housing
categories Hot, H11, and H00 as P01(P01),...,Poo(Poo),we can write
within 1lo,Poo=6o—I— aojPo1 —I— b01(Foi -1— LIe1) —I— eat,
within l1o, P10 =cio—I— aioPio -1— b10(F10 —I-- U1o) —I— eio,
within P11 =611—I-- aiiPii —I— b11(F11 —I— (J11) —I— e11,
within Hoe, P00 =Coo+ aooPoo -1— b00(Foo + Uoo) +eoo
It is clear that favorable intervening events must have outweighed
unfavorable ones in subgroups that purchased houses (Ho1 and H11), and
that this must have been true to a greater extent in H01 than in
Unfavorable intervening events must have outweighed favorable ones in
H10; and the same should be true in H00, although to a lesser extent.It
follows that:
(Fat + U01) > (F11 + U) > 0 > (F00 + Coo) > (Pio + Cu)
The ex ante purchase probability associated with the durable goods buy-
ing intentions of households in these four groups is expected to vary as
24Expost, of course, nonintenders who purchase houses will buy considerably more
than other nonintenders; but this is in large part attributable to the influence of
intervening events, not to differences in the mean ex ante probability associated with
durable goods buying intentions.
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hypothesized above.The probability associated with intentions to buy
any given product is presumably highest among those in H11, lowest
among those in H10.And the analysis suggests that the probability
associated with intentions to buy durable goods might well be higher in
H01 than in H00.On this basis, it should be observed that:
all > aoi, aoo > aio > 0,
and it may be that
aol > a00
Finally, it can be argued that the constant term should be positive, with
little if any variation among the groups.Buying intentions, the only
available measure of durable goods purchase probability, is basically a
dichotomous variable.In an equation of the form
P0 =Co+ aoPo + bo(F0 + Uo) + eo,
the ao coefficient measures the average difference in the purchase rates of
intenders and nonintenders, while the constant is an estimate of the mean
purchase rate of nonintenders, other things equal.Since nonintenders
have a mean purchase rate greater than zero, C will exceed zero.21It
follows that
Co1 '—'do'S-"f_ 00> 0.
The empirical data do not, of course, contain variables that represent
favorable or- unfavorable intervening events per se, but can be fitted only
to equations of the form
P =c'+ aP + e',
where c' =c+ b( + U)
=e+Var. (F+ U).
Thus the Constant term in a simple linear regression of purchases on buying
intentions is an estimate of the combined influence of intervening events
and the mean purchase rate of nonintenders.Since the latter is not
expected to show much variation among the groups, other things equal,
differences in the constant can be attributed primarily to the differential
importance of intervening events.
In sum, the analysis suggests that, designating the constant term in a
simple linear regression of purchases on buying intentions as k, the slope
Data in Chapter 6, Table 23, indicate that mean purchases among nonintenders
are typically greater than 1.0 durables.
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coefficient as p, and the respective housing groups H01,...,H00by
subscripts,26
k01> k11 > k00 > k10,
and
Psi > Pot, Poo > Pio > 0;
perhaps,
Poi > Poo.
Differences in the influence of intervening events on purchases in these
four groups ought to show up as differences in the constant term, while
differences in the mean ex ante probability associated with durable goods
buying intentions ought to show up as differences in the slope of the
regression coefficient for buying intentions.
Differences among these groups in the correlation between purchases
and buying intentions should also be observable. A priori, groups in
which the variance of intervening events is relatively large ought to show a
relatively weak P,P correlation, since the error variance will include the
within-group variance of F + U.The variance of F + U probably
tends to be greater for groups in which intervening events are more impor-
tant—Ho1 and H10.On that count the intentions-purchases correlation
ought to be stronger in H00 than in the other three groups, and it can be
argued that the P,P correlation should be stronger in H11 than in H0,
or H10.27
It cannot be determined a priori whether all of the k coefficients will be greater
than zero.k,,, k,,, and koo clearly ought to exceed zero; the balance of intervening
events is either favorable or very slightly unfavorable, while the mean purchase rate of
nonintenders is considerably above zero and should outweigh the (slight) negative
influence of intervening events in the H50 group.In H,,,, however, it is not clear that
the negative influence of unfavorable intervening events will exceed the mean purchase
rate of nonintenders.
27Thereasoning is as follows.The mean cx ante probability of a house purchase
among those reporting intentions to buy a house can be roughly estimated as about
0.55; approximately 35 to 40 per cent of all intenders purchased a house, and the
regression bias is likely to be fairly strong.The mean cx ante probability of a house
purchase among those not intending to buy a house is likely to be around 0.05, perhaps
less.Mean probability among intenders is the weighted average of the means in H,o
and Hi,; since the former group did not purchase and the latter group purchased,
mean cx ante probability is presumed to be higher in H,1.It might be reasonable to
assume that the mean ex ante probability of a housing purchase was roughly 0.80 in H1,
and 0.50 in H,o.Similarly, the mean probability of 0.05 for nonintenders is the
weighted average of the means for H,, and H,o.A reasonable set of figures here might
be 0.30 for H,1 and 0.04 for H00.
Now the variance of F + U in any of these groups depends largely on the mean
cx ante probability of a housing purchase.I would judge that an appropriate measure
of the variance involves the assumption that an cx ante mean of 0.50 in a group where
all purchased houses is tantamount to saying that half of the group experienced favora-
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The empirical results are summarized in Table 39.Because of the
small sample sizes of the groups of households that purchased or intended
to buy houses, a regression combining the A, B, and C groups in each life-
cycle class is shown in addition to separate regressions for each of the
groups.
TABLE 39
BUYING INTENTIoNs-PURcHAsEs CORRELATION WITHIN GRouPs CLASSIFIED BY LIFE-CYCLE
AND HOUsING STATUS
Life-Cycle Group 1 Life-Cycle Group 2 Life-Cycle Group 3
1io .H'10.HRn H1111 H01 1tioRlIH,
A subsamples
Ic 2291.272.370.88 2.401.212.201.291.782.26 1.171.43
p 0.44'0.110.37' 0.49'—0.16 0.26' Ø55b 0.41'0.61b0.18 0.88' 0.23'
r2 0.120.020.140.13 0.020.150.120.100.15 0.01 0.680.04
N 85 83 61 852 50 54 32 863 20 31 14 559
B subsamples
Ic 1.981.622.081.19 2.181.072.061.173.091.64 1.801.19
p 0.310.20b 0.44' 0.41'0.350.110.53' 0.38'0.11—0.13 0.57' 0.32'
TI 0.050.060.140.10 0.080.020.320.090.010.03 0.330.07
N 60 70 46866 47 59 32836 30 2014678
C subsamples
Ic 2.001.231.480.97 0.821.300.690.820.610.84 1.461.08
p 0.40' 0.050.45' 0.37'1.04' 0.090.67' 0.34'0.73'0.08 0.45' 0.29'
r1 0.140.000.280.14 0.410.000.430.140.320.00 0.620.10
N 65 94 47 814 44 65 22 691 19 26 8 570
A, B, C,samples
combined
Ic 2.131.361.951.14 2.111.161.921.13 2.21 1.81 1.341.24
p 0.39a0.09b 0.42' 0.37' 0.29' 0.15' 0.52' 0.34'0.30b —0.07 0.71' 0.27'
r2 0.120.020.190.11 0.060.040.260.090.06 0.01 0.540.06
N 2102471542,533 141 178 862,390 69 77 361,807
SOURCE: Basic data from Consumer Purchase Study, NBER.See accompanying
text for description of procedures.
=Significantlydifferent from zero at 0.01level,using t test.
b= Significantlydifferent from zero at 0.05level,using t test.
The pattern of the results, though erratic because of small sample sizes,
is reasonably consistent with the propositions that mean ex ante purchase
probability and the influence of intervening events differ along the lines
discussed above.The groups that purchased houses (Ho1 and H11)
ble intervening events and the other half experienced nothing unforeseen.If "inter-
vening events" are scaled +1, —1, 0, corresponding to favorable, unfavorable, or none,
the respective means and variances would be:
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generally have larger constants than the nonpurchase groups (H10 and
Hoo).But while H11 is apt to have a smaller constant than H01, as pre-
dicted, there are numerous cases in which the reverse is true; and it is
generally not the case that H10 has a smaller constant than H00, as the
analysis predicts.Further, there are cases in which H10 has the largest
constant in any of the four groups.The ordering of the slope coefficients
is uniformly in accord with predictions, although the size of many of these
differences seems unduly large.The regression coefficient of intentions is
larger for H11 than for H00 in eight of the nine subgroups; H10 has a smaller
slope than H00 in all nine subgroups.There is no apparent difference in
slope between H01 and H00—in five groups, the slope in H01 is lower; and in
the other four groups it is higher.There are, however, a few cases in
which H01 has an extremely large slope.
Given these results, it is probable that some of the assumptions do not
hold.For example, the slopes in the H10 groups are generally very small,
and some are negative.It does not seem plausible that these coefficients
are estimates of the difference in mean ex ante purchase probability
between H10 intenders and nonintenders.By the same token, some of the
slope coefficients in H01 and H11 seem unreasonably large.If the slope
coefficients are seriously biased, it necessarily follows that the constants
will be biased in the opposite direction.Thus, an adequate explanation
for the observed facts—that H10 generally has a larger constant than con-
sistent with the analysis, or that H01 and H11 frequently have smaller
constants than predicted—may simply be that the estimated slope coeffi-
cients in these groups are systematically biased.
The analysis underlying Table 39 depends heavily on two critical
assumptions: (1) within each of the housing groups the level of durable
goods buying intentions is uncorrelated with intervening events; and (2)
within each group the ex ante probability associated with durable goods
buying intentions is also uncorrelated with the level of buying intentions.
If favorable intervening events were positively correlated with the level of
buying intentions, the regression coefficient of intentions (p) would then
be too large as a measure of the mean difference in ex ante probability
between intenders and nonintenders; the constant term (k) would be
too small as a measure of the influence attributable to intervening events.
The reverse would be true if U and P were positively correlated.Simi-
larly, if the ex ante probability associated with intentions were higher
for households that reported a relatively large number of buying inten-
tions, the regression coefficient of P would be too large in that particular
group, the constant term too small.
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A comparison of mean purchases and buying intentions in the H01 and
H11 groups, where the mean ex ante probability of a housing purchase is
likely to be quite different (both purchased houses, but only those in H11
reported house-buying intentions), suggests that the higher the ex ante
probability of buying a house, the larger are both intentions to buy and
purchases of durable goods, given that a house is purchased.But if this
is true for a comparison between households in H01 and H11, it should
apply equally well within these groups.If so, households in H01 or H11
with the highest (lowest) ex ante probability of purchasing a house would
have reported the most (fewest) durable goods buying intentions and
made the most (fewest) purchases, relative to other households in the same
groups.To the extent that this is the case, the regression coefficient of
buying intentions on purchases will be too large as a measure of the
difference between intenders and nonintenders in mean purchase proba-
bility, the constant term too small as a measure of the importance of
intervening events.
Similarly, mean durable goods buying intentions are generally much
smaller in H10 than in H11 (both groups reported intentions to buy a house,
but only those in H11 purchased), again indicating that the ex ante proba-
bility of buying a house is correlated with the number of buying intentions
for durable goods.If this is also true within each of these groups, those
with the largest number of durable goods buying intentions would have
had relatively high ex ante probabilities of purchasing the house.Since
none of the households in H10 purchased, those with relatively large num-
bers of durable goods buying intentions must therefore have experienced
unfavorable intervening events to a greater degree than others in the
same group.The consequence here is a downward bias in the regression
coefficient of durable goods buying intentions in the H10 group, an
upward bias in the constant term.
These considerations also bear on the within-group correlations between
intentions and purchases.The data show that the correlation between
purchases and intentions is generally weaker in H01 and H10 than in H11,
and generally stronger in H00 than in F!10, as predicted.That is,
r11 > r01,r10
r00 >rio,
where the subscripts denote the housing groups and r is the simple corre-
lation between purchases and durable goods buying intentions.However,
it is also true that ruis always greater than roo, and that TO1 is frequently
greater than Tooandalmost always greater than rio.Both r11 and Toi thus
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tend to be higher than anticipated and T1 tends to be lower than antic-
ipated, observations consistent with the presence of within-group inter-
correlations between the ex ante probability associated with buying inten-
tions and the level of intentions.
One experiment that shows rather interesting results is to substitute a
set of partially a priori regression coefficients for those shown in Table 39
and then to recompute the constant.The data provide empirical evi-
dence that
Pu > Pos, Poo > Pio,
but the quantative differences seem unduly large.Suppose it is assumed
that Poo is an unbiased estimate of p*oo_the "true" regression coefficient
in H00.Since the sample size in H00 is extremely large and the impor-
tance of intervening events is presumably less than in any of the other
groups, any bias ought not to be serious.The data indicate that is
smaller than Poo, but the differences seem too large on a priori grounds.
So p*1o is arbitrarily set equal to p*oo —0.05.There is no empirical
evidence that Poi differs from os; hence, p*ol is set equal to Finally,
the empirical evidence indicates that Pu is greater than Poo, but again the
difference seems too large in many of the groups.In addition, it appears
that the difference between Psi and Poo varies with life-cycle status; a
careful scrutiny of Table 39 suggests that Pu— Poois quite small in the
youngest age group, quite large in the oldest age group, and of moderate
size in the central age group.Accordingly, it is assumed that in A1, B1,
and C1: *j= p*00+ 0.05; in A2, B2, and C2: Pj= p*o0+ 0.15; and
in A3, B3, and C3: P*1i =p*oo+ 0.25.28Given these assumptions a new
set of constants_k*_can be estimated.29These are shown in Table 40,
with the original k values included for comparison.
28Itis not quite accurate to designate all of the p estimates as "assumptions."
The p coefficients are of course empirically obtained.Since isassumed equal to
Poo, it is basically an empirical estimate.Similarly, p*ol is assumed equal to p 1'oo,
butPsi shows no systematic tendency to differ from Pos.The estimate fp*50 is essen-
tially arbitrary, since the data suggest only that P1'io is lower than p 1'00.Finally,the
p*11estimatesare reasonably close to the (observed) average Psi for the A, B, and C







29Inthe A, group shown in Table 39, the estimate of so seemed unduly low.The
estimates of Ic0' are based on the assumption that all the Poo regression coefficients are
unbiased except for this one, which was raised from 0.23 to 0.35.This adjustment has
some effect on the differentials in p0' but serves mainly to reduce all the k* values
in the A, group.
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The k * estimates are almost wholly consistent with the hypotheses
advanced earlier, except in the A sample.The rank ordering of the k *
estimates is perfectly consistent with the predicted ordering for all three
life-cycle classes in the combined (A + B + C) sample, for the mean of the
k* estimates in the separate samples, and for the C sample.
TABLE 40
ESTIMATED AND COMPUTED VALUES OF THE CONSTANT TERM IN A LINEAR REGRESSION or PURCHASES
ON BUYING INTENTIONS WITHIN SPECIFIED LIFE-CYCLE AND HOUSING STATUS GROUPS
Estimated k * Cornputed k
Mean of Mean of
A B CA+B+CA,B,C A B CA+B+CA,B,C
Life-cycle
group I
H01 2231.852.06 2.16 2.04 2.291.982.00 2.13 2.09
H10 0.94 1.300.31 0.85 0.85 1,271.621.23 1.36 1.37
H11 2.012.031.59 1.95 1.87 2.372.081.48 1.95 1.97
H00 0.881.190.97 1.14 1.01 0.881.190.97 1.14 1.01
Life-cycle
group 2
H01 1.682.152.15 2.03 1.992.402.180.82 2.11 1.80
H10 1.030.600.64 0.80 0.751.211.071.30 1.16 1.19
H11 2.192.061.39 2.00 1.882.202.060.69 1.92 1.65
H00 1.291.170.82 1.13 1.091.291.170.82 1.13 1.09
Life-cycle
group 3
H01 2.002.741,45 2.24 2.061.783.090.61 2.21 1.82
H10 2.170.620.31 1.21 1.032.261.640.84 1.81 1.58
H11 2.051.791.27 1.95 1.701.171.801.46 1.34 1.48
H00 1.351.191.08 1.24 1.20 1.431.191.08 1.24 1.23
Rankarl 0.160.751.00 1,00 1.00 0.160.640.00 0.44 0.44
SOURCE: Computed values of k from Table 39; see accompanying text for discussion
of the k* estimate.
Predicted versus observed rank.
These results suggest a basis for recomputation of the net regression
coefficients for H01, H10, and H11 in the multivariate analysis.If the
mean probability associated with buying intentions is such that
p*11 > p *01, p*0o > p*s0
and if the numerical relations are those estimated above, the equation used
to estimate the coefficients of H01, H10 and H11 was not properly specified.
Instead of one buying intentions variable there ought to have been several,
reflecting the fact that the mean probability associated with durable goods
buying intentions differs among the housing groups. A rough estimate of
the coefficients that would have been observed for H01, H10, and H11 if
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separate intentions variables had been included in the analysis can be
obtained from the pvalues.
The coefficients of the housing variables in Tables 42—44 are estimates
of the difference in mean purchases of durables between households in H00
and those in the other three groups, other things equal.The coefficient
of buying intentions is an estimate of the difference between intenders and
nonintenders in mean purchase probability.The above analysis suggests
that mean probability among intenders is a function of whether the house-
hold is in H01, 1110,H11,or H00; that mean probability among nonintenders
is about the same for households in all four groups; and that the difference
among these four groups in the mean probability associated with buying
intentions is adequately measured by the pestimates.Granting these
propositions, the appropriate coefficients for H01, H10, and H11 can be
approximated by the following procedure.
1. Start with the coefficients of the housing dummy variables in the
regression that does not include buying intentions (column 6 in
Tables 42—44).These coefficients are estimates of mean differences
in purchases of durables between IIoo and the other groups, other
things equal but ignoring intentions to buy durables.
2. Assume thatp*oo_the true regression coefficient of buying intentions
in H00—is equal to the net regression coefficient of buying intentions
for the sample as a whole, as estimated in column 7 of Tables 42—44.
The "true" coefficients of buying intentions in H01, H,0, or H1, are
then estimated from the assumed differences between p*00 andp*01,
*, orpi,.
3. Multiply the p''coefficientsin step 2 by the mean difference between
and the other three groups in the level of buying intentions.
This calculation indicates the degree to which purchases in H01,
or H,, are expected to be higher or lower than purchases in H00
because of differences among these groups either in the level of buy-
ing intentions or in the mean probability associated with intentions.
4. Adjust the housing coefficients estimated in step 1 by adding (sub-
tracting) the differences calculated in step 3.The resulting figure
is an estimate of what H01, H,0, and would have been if the
"true" coefficient of buying intentions for each group, rather than
one coefficient reflecting a weighted average for all groups, had been
used in the regressions.The calculation rests on the assumption
that interrelations among purchases, buying intentions, housing
status, and all other variables included in Tables 42—44 regressions
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would not be affected if separate intentions variables, reflecting the
mean probability associated with buying intentions in each of the
groups, had been used in place of the single intentions variable
actually employed.Since all these interrelations appear to be quite
weak, this assumption is unlikely to cause serious difficulty.
Table 41 summarizes alternative estimates of the regression coefficients
for H01, H10, and H11.The first estimate is taken from step 1 above; it
consists of the mean differences in durable goods purchases between H00
and the other groups, as estimated by the multiple regression before
account is taken of buying intentions but after standardizing for the
influence of seven initial-data and two intervening variables.The
second estimate is also taken directly from the multiple regressions; it
measures differences among housing groups in mean purchases net of
buying intentions, initial-data, and intervening variables on the implicit




Number H01 H10 H11 H01 H10 H11 H01 H10 H11































































A1 + Si + Ci SUBGROUP A5 + B5 + C2 SUBGROUP A3 + B3 + C3 SUBGROUP
5,a 1.02 —0.29 0.81 0.90 —0.33 0.87 1.00 —0.03 0.71
SOURCE: See accompanying text for explanation of estimates.
Multiple regression not computed; hence, estimates I through 4 could not be
calculated.
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assumption used in the first part of this chapter—that the mean probability
associated with intentions does not vary systematically among the housing
groups.The third estimate is similar in derivation to that described in
step 4above,but the coefficients of H01, H10, and H11 are based on the
same assumption as in estimate 2—that the mean purchase probability
associated with buying intentions is the same in all housing groups and is
equal to the net coefficient of intentions in the basic multiple regressions.
The fourth estimate is the one described in step 4; it measures differences
in purchases net of buying intentions on the assumption that the proba-
bility associated with intentions is such that
in life-cycle class 1:p*n —0.05P*o1 =P*oo=p*lo +0.05;
in life-cycle class 2: — 0.15=p*o1=p*oo=p*10 +0.05;
in life-cycle class 3: *j— 0.25= = p*oo=p*lo +0.05;
and that in all three cases p*00 = X13,the net coefficient of intentions in
Tables 42—44.The last estimate is derived from /c*; the mean differences
in purchases between H00 and H01, H10 or H11 are calculated as the respec-
tive differences between k*oo and k*01, k*10, or
A comparison of the second and third estimates indicates the extent to
which the rough-cut procedure described above is able to reproduce the
results of a formal regression.The third and fourth estimates differ
only with respect to assumptions about the mean purchase probability
associated with buying intentions for durable goods; both estimates are
derived from the first estimate in exactly the same way. A comparison
of the third with the fourth estimate is therefore a fair measure of the
change in the H01, H10, and H11 regression coefficients that would take
place if the assumptions about differential mean probability among the
housing groups were correct.
Averaging the data for all nine subgroups, the results indicate that those
in H11 purchase 0.60 more durables than those in H01 when the influence
of buying intentions is ignored, standardizing for the effect of initial-data
and intervening variables (estimate 1).Taking account of intentions
but assuming that the mean ex ante probability associated with intentions
is the same for all housing groups, those in H11 still purchase more than
those in Hoi; but the average difference is considerably smaller—0.23
durables instead of 0.60 (estimate 2).A conceptually comparable figure
based on a rough approximation (estimate 3) yields an average difference
of 0.22.If it is assumed that mean ex ante probability varies according to
the p *values,the differential is reversed on average, although the mean
difference is small—0.05 durables (estimate 4).Finally, the k* estimate
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(5) indicates that those in H01 purchase more net of intentions than those
in N, the average differential for all nine groups being 0.21 durables.
These results support the proposition that the H01 coefficient would in
fact be greater than H11 if the ex ante probability differences associated
with intentions were held constant, or if a good measure of purchase
probability itself, rather than intentions to buy, were available.
in sum, the model predicts that the coefficient of H,1 must exceed that
for H11, holding purchase probability constant, because favorable inter-
vening events must have been more common in H01.The regression data
in Tables 42—44 indicate that the reverse is true, a finding that I would
regard as strong contradictory evidence vis-à-vis the probability model.
But the simple regressions of purchases on intentions within the housing
groups clearly suggest that mean ex ante probability is likely to be different
for intenders in these groups, and reasonable assumptions about the size of
the differences are sufficient to reverse the original result.
Summary
The results in this chapter lend additional support to the hypothesis that
consumer responses to questions about intentions to buy durable goods are
basically a reflection of purchase probability.To a considerable degree,
information about income, assets,durables stock,expectations, and
attitudes is not needed to explain differences among households in reported
durable goods purchases; it may be that these variables are not com-
pletely redundant to intentions because the latter constitutes a less than
adequate proxy for purchase probability.On the other hand, variables
that reflect wholly or partly unforseen events are strongly associated with
durable goods purchases net of all other explanatory factors, as predicted.
The summary tabulation below shows the mean of the F ratios (i.e., the
means of the squared t ratios for each variable in the respective groups,
taken from column 7 in Tables 42—44) for the rgroups of independ-
ent variables discussed at the beginning of the chapter—objective initial-
data variables, of which the model contains four, anticipatory initial-data
variables (three), intervening variables(five), and buying intentions
variables (three).
Subsample
Class of Number of




Intervening 5 11.55.32.45.28.47.3 10.17.81.4
Buying Intentions 3 46.0 45.0 13.4 36.0 28.0 13.0 45.3 36.7 19.5
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In all nine groups, intentions to buy durable goods have by far the
strongest net relation to durable goods purchases; in six of the nine groups,
intervening variables are more strongly related to purchases, on average,
than either category of initial-data variables.30More importantly, the
net influence of initial-data variables is reduced in all eighteen cases (nine
subgroups, both objective and anticipatory categories) when buying
intentions are held constant; in contrast, the net influence of intervening
variables is increased in nine of eighteen comparable cases (nine subgroups,
both income-change and housing categories).Finally,in the only
instance where the empirical results generally stand in apparent contradic-
tion to the model—the regression coefficient of anticipated housing pur-
chases generally exceeds that of unanticipated housing purchases—it can
be shown that the contradiction is only apparent: A simplifying assumption
that holds in most cases clearly does not hold for the housing variables, and
relaxation of the assumption makes enough difference to reverse the orig-
inal results.
0Itis true that the intervening income-change variables (Y and Y) are less
strongly related to purchases than some of the initial-data variables, net of intentions
to buy.However, the intervening income-change variables happen to be less strongly
related to purchases throughout, and the model predicts that the net influence of
initial-data variables will be reduced to a greater degree than that of intervening variables
when intentions are held constant, not that the net influence of initial-data variables
will be less.A glance at Tables 42—44 indicates clearly that intentions have less
influence on the intervening income-change variables than on the initial-data variables,
and that the former are generally less closely related to purchases than the latter.
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